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UN.CERTAIN.TY

The whitest thing is a lighthouse
On an island out at sea;
And the bluest thing is the water
Between its shore and me.
,..

Or perhaps a sail is whiter,
Or a fat cloud in the sky,
Or the lacy spray from the edge of a wave
On the rocks, as it dashes high.
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THE ISLA}.(D

I love the little island
With the spruces on its back
And its tawny grass and its sun-bleached rocks
And its rim of seaweed black.

[4]

THE ROCK POOL

1-

The water is still for the tide is out
And little creatures are moving about.
There are barnacles bleaching all over the ledge,
And hanks of brown seaweed hang 'round the edge;
There are pale pink starfish, some conical snails,
And something the color of rusty nails;
A funny crab family with mottled backs
Who slip and slide in their sideways tracks;
And a round sea urchin with prickles so fine
That he looks like a tiny green porcupine.
There are blue-black mussel shells packed in tight,
And pebbles make patches of dark and light.
I like to watch the brown rock pool
With all its families wet and cool.

[5}

LOW TIDE

The seaweed dries
When the tide is out
And brittle-legged sandpipers
Scuttle about.

{6]

W A 'fER COLOR

There's a long slow curve of ivory sands
Below the dunes where the bathhouse stands.
The beach umbrellas make bright, round spots,
And the bathers' suits gay colored dots.
The slim, white waves roll mildly in;
Their noise is only a faint, far din.
The sky is light and the water's blue
Is pale, like a sketch in pastel hue.

[7}

JELLYFISH

Oh, a jellyfish
Is a pyrex dish
With a pretzel stuck inside!
I watch it sway
And drift away
As it floats along on the tide.

(8]
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'THE SAIL LOF'T
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The sail loft is a pleasant place,
With lots of light, and air, and space.
It is full of canvas and cleats and things,
And ropes and nails and new brass rings.
They lie in neat piles on the floor;
And the minute you step through the open door
You get a fresh, clean, tarry smell.
And working on mains'ls or jibs to sell
Two tanned old sailors sit, and sew,
To the lap of the waves on the wharf below.

~

(9}

GULLS

Gray gulls are perched on the rocky shore;
Till a wave stirs them up and they flap overhead.
They dip, they wheel, they coast, they soar,Or cry and squeal at a crust of bread.
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THE SPELL

I could lie on the sunny rocks all day
Without a thought or a thing to say,
Just watching the water's sparkling blue,
Or the dashing foam where a rock sticks through;
Or a tiny ship on the ocean's rim
I'll watch, till it gets too far and dim.
But it's mostly the great slow heave of the sea
That seems to cast a spell on me.

~
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SURF

It's roaring to-day
On the rocks
And the spray
Dashes white and high
Toward the gray, leaden sky.

[12}

AT THE COVE

There's a pile of lobster pots near some gray shacks
And a coarse-meshed net spread out on a rock,
An upturned boat on the stony beach,
And three old fishermen down on the dock.
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GRAY DAY

Fog prickles your face
And mists on your hair;
Your lips taste salt
From the damp sea air,
And you always can hear
The waves out there.
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SUN.N_Y DAY

\

There are masses of flowers
Right down to the rocks,
And against all the cottages,
Hollyhocks.
The ledges are brown
And the spray is white;
The blue water sparkles
And all is bright.

(15}
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EARLY MOR:NJNG

In the morning when it's cool and gray
You can hear the putt-putts in the bayOld fishermen going from pot to pot
To see if lobsters were caught or not.

ll

[1 6}

THE FOUR MASTED SCHOONER

The harbor is full of all kinds of craft
That bob on the water or dash about.
Some are pretty and slim of line,
Some are slow and stubby and stout;
Some have motors and some a sail
Spread to the breeze like a great white wing,
But beside the old schooner moored at the dock
They all seem to lack some splendid thing.

l)

(17]

SOCIETY

There are elegant cars and swanky hotels
And people who act as if they were swells.
And where the road turns there are shops of all sorts,
For tea or for gifts, or for smart clothes for sports,
And these shops are all filled from morning to night
By those people, forgetting the sea within sight.
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'THE MARGINAL WAY

At the top of the rocks runs the Marginal Way
With sweet fern and bayberry on either side;
And people stroll there all through the day
Watching the surf of the changing tide.

[19]

BED 'TIME

At night when the village and voices are still
The air drifts down from the pines on the hill,
Past a field of sweet grass and fragrant hay
Above the orchard which sunned all day.
How soft it feels, that little breeze,
As it flutters my curtains beneath the old trees.

[20}
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AUGUST

In the long, hot noon the flowers nod;
The locust whirrs on the golden rod;
And when at night it's cool and still
I can hear the crickets on the hill.

[21]

FOG HORN

The fog horn moos like a nice old cow.
I hope the ships hear and are safe by now.

[22]

AT CHURCH

Church isn't dim and tall and awed
Before a far-off, city God.
It's a little church, low, snug, and tight,
With doors ajar to air and light.
On gray days wisps of fog drift in;
On sunny ones no smallest sin
Could ever stay where God and you
Are one with sea and skies of blue,
Where roses, bayberry, sweet fern,
Press to the open doors in tum.
You know His power from rocks and storms,
His beauty from the gray gull's charms,
His love from small sea-life, and flowers,
His peace from timeless, happy hours.
Not many words are needed there
Where surf accompanies your prayer.
Religion isn't hard for me
In a little church right by the sea.

[23]

SAILOR EYES'

I know why a sailor's eyes are blueFor they always are, I guess, don't you?It's because they're full of the sea and sky,
From looking far and squinting high.
Wrinkles hold them tight in place
So they're always steady in his face;
Though they often twinkle, and sometimes gleam,
Like the lighthouse flare or its guiding beam.
All other eyes-the grays and brownsMost likely live away, in towns.

[24\

OLD PIERS

Silly old long-legged, knock-kneed piers
Wear black hip boots when they only go wading!
Yet when the tide creeps up to the chin,
So only their old gray heads stick out,
They're brave as brave and go way in
To show their courage isn't fading.
I'd expect it the other way about,
But it's been like this for years and year&Silly old knock-kneed, long-legged piers!

(25}

MAINE COAST 'TOWNS

Little Maine towns, white under their elms
Have stood since captains steered their helms
To bring back cargoes from China seas
Or treasures from Spaniard and Portuguese;
Since ships were built and launched and sailed
On ventures whose interest never failed,
Or :fishing fleets came back with their catch
While people crowded the wharves to watch.
Four-square and stately the houses standGood to come back to when one's on landWith windows and fan light and captain's walk.
What tales they would tell us if they could talk ...
Now motors whiz past garden and door
And sea-faring isn't done any more.

[26]

AFTERWARD

Why can't I remember a gull's spread wings?
Beauty lies in such simple things.
The blue of the sea on a sunny day,
Warm, reassuring rocks, and spray,All these were mine could I but see
A gray gull wheeling over me.

[27]

